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W ellborn 

Cabinet, 

Inc. 

would like to welcome 

their guests at this 

year’s National  

Kitchen and Bath    

Industry Show into 

this stunningly       

beautiful, ornate  

bathroom featuring 

the Wellborn product 

from top to bottom. Divided into three very distinct alcove designs, 

this multidimensional design is truly an     

interpretation of  elegance in design. 



This luxurious spa-like bathroom is stunning at first glance. The 

warm hickory covers every inch of  the walls, while the built-in Hafele 

lighting sets the tone for the relaxing atmosphere. The antiqued 

styled mirrors and glass hardware creates contrasts amongst the rich 

tones and texture of  the natural hickory. 

B eginning in the most used section of  the bathroom, the sink   

vanities are situated directly between matching ends full of       

accessories      

available with 

Wellborn Cabinet. 

The two mirrors 

have been recessed 

into the wall to 

create the distinct 

alcove effect. With 

the decorative You 
Draw It Wall Arch 

Valance above, 

Hafele lighting is 

tucked perfectly  

behind the wooden   

archway to provide depth 

and visibility to this 

warm bathroom. The   

Inset Wellington door by 

Wellborn Cabinet was 

used in Hickory with an 

Oatmeal Java stain with 

Carriage Finish        

Technique. Designed to 

be a working area, the recessed toe kick was 

included to allow room to stand. 
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As the eye naturally wonders from right to left, the large soaking tub 

takes center stage as it lies midway between the sink vanity and     

custom make-up area. The attention to detail in the bathroom layout 

and overall accessibility begins to come alive as you notice the    

plethora of  bathroom accessories, functioning drawers, cabinets and 

kits in this design. The tub, also surrounded with functional features, 

is encased in the warm hickory Wainscot tub skirt. Functional cabinet 

ends were used on both sides of  the tub, allowing each end of  the 

cabinet to be easily          

reachable while in the tub 

or outside of  it.              

Additionally, a You Draw 
It 15" Wall Arch Valance 

was used over the tub to 

match the Arch Valance 

over the sink vanity.  
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Across the way from the garden tub sits the third and final section of  

this bathroom design. A tradition popular in the late 80’s and early 

90’s, stand-alone make-up   

corners serve multiple        

purposes. Traditional in       

design, this bathroom seems to 

carry the perfect feel to       

sustain a stand-alone make-up 

corner with a view. Here, the 

lady of  the home can sit and 

enjoy the beautiful view as she 

prepares for the day ahead. 

Just as any make-up corner 

should have, this section is  

outfitted with many unique 

features. With the walls      

covered in the same material, it 

could be easy to overlook the 

well thought out design. From 

the drawer dividers (perfect for 

hair accessories) to the      

countertop 

hideaway 

cabinets, this 

entire section 

is truly a 

dream! 
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The Rounded Spindles (Rounded Split Spindles/Plinth/

Spool Installed for Pilasters) create depth and allow this 

custom make-up section to stand-out amongst the rest. 

Additionally, a You Draw It custom utility cabinet with 

matching interior was added, featuring three additional 

drawers to add to the endless amount of  cabinetry and 

practical accessories.  

Lastly, this distinguished look would not be as defined 

without the many moulding options added. Wellborn 

Cabinet offers countless unique moulding options to fit any project, as 

shown in this unique bathroom. Universal Casing Moulding (UCM) was 

used around the window feature in the custom make-up section while 

8”  Large Step Cove Crown Moulding (LSCCM8) and Simple Classic Base 

Moulding (SCBM) were added throughout the entire design to create a 

defined line around the room. 

Designed according to its function, 

this spacious master bathroom is  

luxurious and functional; confirming 

practicality can 

be used in a   

glorious kind of  

way.   


